


Explore the leadership and strategy required for digital transformation.  How do we manage the fear, the 
technology, and the insane pace to create a vision and to execute in a way that will result in lasting value.

Digital Transformation (Dx)





Technological Pace

• The pace of technology is insane!  Really?  The pace isn’t faster!  Although 
it seems like it is!

• What has changed is the type of technology and the way we are using 
technology.

• Transformative and disruptive – the types of technological changes are very 
different.

• If the average car had advanced as quickly as the computer over the last 35 
years, cars would get 3,666,652 miles per gallon and cost less than $5,000 
today!

• And if you were to build an iPhone using the technology available in 1991, 
it would set you back $3.56 million, rather than the $1,000 of the iPhone X 
today.





Where we are going…

“In short, software is eating the world”
- 2011, Marc Andreessen

“Software is eating the world, but AI is going to eat software”
- 2017, Jensen Huang



Technological Pace
• Top executives see technology as their #1 challenge.
• Companies losing due to not innovating:

Nokia, Kodak, Blockbuster, Sears, Polaroid, Borders, JCPenney, 
Hostess, The Sharper Image, Myspace, Toys R Us, Yahoo, 
Xerox, Yellow Pages.

• Over the last fifty years, the average lifespan of 
companies has shrunk from sixty to under twenty 
years.

• Will you be disrupted?



Strategy Part I – Build Value

Having trouble moving the “IT ball”?
- More than half of all capital spending by 

businesses worldwide goes to IT. Yet most non-
technical leaders remain skeptical about whether 
their IT investments are paying off.

- Why?  No foundation!



Strategy Part I – Build Value
Management thinks…

We’re spending too much on IT.
IT is a black hole.
Projects fail to deliver.
IT doesn’t have a customer focus.
We need to spend smarter.
Huge and unknown risks around IT.
Lack of trust between IT and business.
Our CIO speaks a foreign language.

What to do?



Strategy Part I – Build Value
Build

• Get out of the value traps and the cost mind-set around budgets –
move from cost generator to value creator.  

• Provide metrics that the business understands.
• Harvest.
• Communicate about the business value IT investments make.
• Show how you deliver for the business and then build.
• Tip: IT’s biggest impacts on the business (as perceived by the business):

• BPR
• Applications
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You need to sit between IT and the 
Business with one foot in each.  IT is 
the business, and the business is IT.

Having an IT department on its own 
island is exactly what will prevent 
companies from being innovative, 
agile, and digitally transformed.



Strategy Part II – Your Strategy
Digital Transformation 

▪ Where do you start and on what do you focus your 
efforts?

▪ Which new skills, tools, processes, business habits 
and techniques do you need to get there?

▪ How do you effect positive change when resources 
are limited and the pressures of “business as 
usual” remain?

But first let’s get a shared understanding of what 
digital is.



Strategy Part II – Your Strategy
What is Digital in Digital Transformation?



Strategy Part II – Your Strategy
SMAC?  SMACI? SMACAII? SMABCAIIVAR?

• A popular definition of digital for business is 
Social, Mobile, Analytics and Cloud – or SMAC for 
short.  

• Then SMACI – that extra “I” added  to  
accommodate  the  growing  impact  of  the  
Internet  of  Things  (IoT).

• SMACAII to encompass artificial intelligence (AI) 
• SMABCAIIVAR to also include Blockchain as well 

as virtual and augmented reality (VR/AR).



Strategy Part II – Your Strategy
Digital – The real definition

“Any technology that connects people and machines with 
information or with each other, facilitating a new way of 
doing business”.
• It’s fundamentally about connectivity (and accessibility).  
• Our customers’ and employees’ fundamental wants and 

needs hasn’t changed.
• Behavior is different from analogue ancestors.  We see 

and act differently from the merger of the digital world 
and ‘reality’.



Strategy Part II – Your Strategy
Set Your Digital Agenda

Depending on the understanding of what digital 
really is defines the agenda.
Where does digital belong? 
Digital is a “business thing” for which there must 
be shared responsibility across all areas of the 
organization. 
No single function can or should own digital.



Strategy Part II – Your Strategy
Doing Digital vs. Being Digital

Shift from tactical to strategic
Your challenge – Don’t be siloed
There’s opportunity
Find better processes
Embed digital thinking throughout the 
organization
Become customer focused



What is Digital Transformation?

Digital transformation is the change associated 
with the application of digital technology in all 
aspects of human society. ... The transformation 
stage means that digital usages inherently enable 
new types of innovation and creativity in a 
particular domain, rather than simply enhance and 
support the traditional methods.



Strategy Part II – Your Strategy
Ask the Why



Why? Survival of the fittest
Companies already disrupted or new competitors

• Over the last fifty years, the average lifespan 
of companies has shrunk from sixty to under 
twenty years.

• Getting fit for digital is really about survival
• Standing on the proverbial burning deck can 

really focus the mind.



Why? Survival of the fittest
Most successful businesses are the most risk

Less fear of falling behind or falling off a cliff.

• To do: Transition from fragmented technology projects paid for from 
departmental budgets and evolve with a centrally budgeted integrated strategy.

• To do: Don't have a digital sideshow versus digital as the main event.

• Companies don’t innovate because companies that have invested heavily in 
their systems or equipment don’t want to invest again in newer technologies.

• Companies tend to focus on what made them successful and don’t take notice 
when something new comes about.

• Companies are too focused on today’s market and don’t prepare for change or 
technological shifts in the marketplace.



Tony Robbins



What will the technologies do for you today 
and tomorrow?
Bionic Superpowers!



Bionic Superpowers!
Making humans better
Super vision and hearing: use IOT to listen and see in real-time what 
is happening in many places.

Super speed: use data to make fast and informed decisions and act 
on them quickly using digital technology, team collaboration, and 
agile processes.

Super strength and stamina: automate repetitive tasks in the office 
or factory and help each person to do the work of many.

Super planning: Use analytics in combination with software to 
formulate the most effective, efficient, and profitable plans.

Super anticipation: anticipate what will happen next and take action 
to influence the future.



The How?

• Leaders must take the initiative.  True digital transformation 
through a bottom-up approach doesn’t work in the real-
world. The only effective way to drive transformation is top-
down.

• Have a clear vision of a promising future
• Adapt to market & technology fast pace of change

• Create strong bonds between business and technical people
• Steer the transformation through strong governance, 

standardization, and tough calls

• Engage the employees in the goal



The How?
It’s the people and culture! 

• Organizational change is required to harness the power of 
technology. Digital disruption is primarily about people and 
that effective digital transformation involves changes to 
organizational dynamics and how work gets done. 

• The best way to respond to digital disruption is by changing 
the company culture to be more agile, risk tolerant, and 
experimental.

• Teams are needed to be freer to test, learn and execute in a 
faster and more agile way.

• “If your company is to gain value from the cloud, your IT 
department must become more agile, if it isn’t already.” –
McKinsey & Company 2021



Strategy Part II – Your Strategy
Reengineer the Business – Organization Change

"You cannot change people so don’t allocate the energy to change 
people.  You can influence people’s behavior by changing their 
environment. Focus on that!“
-Clee

"A way to think about it is, innovation requires variation. And in 
manufacturing—six sigma, all that stuff—you're trying to reduce 
variation.  The fundamental manufacturing paradigm is to reduce 
variation, and the fundamental creative, innovation paradigm is to 
increase it." 
- Reed Hastings
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The How?
Adapt and Exploit

• Adapt an incremental experimental 
approach: discovery driven-driven digital 
transformation.

• Exploit your rich knowledge of 
customers, broad operational scope, and 
deep talent pools while learning your 
way to new business models.



Your Strategy
Reengineer the Business – Organization Change



When digital transformation is done right, it’s like a caterpillar turning 
into a butterfly, but when done wrong, all you have is a really fast 
caterpillar.” 
– Principal Research Scientist George Westerman of the MIT Sloan Initiative on Digital Economy

“It's not the destination, it's the journey…” 
– Ralph Waldo Emerson
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